PROFESSIONAL historians of science generally recognize the importance of Lavoisier's theory of heat. However, it commonly receives scant attention in the historical treatment of his chemical theories except perhaps as an example illustrating his conservatism and giving the impression that the caloric theory, although perhaps important in the development of ideas on the nature of heat, is independent of and bears little relationship to his general chemistry or is incidental to an understanding of that chemistry.' An examination of Lavoisier's writings suggests that the caloric theory is not merely a milestone in the development of physics; and rather than an omittable appendage, his concept of heat forms an integral part of his chemical system and plays a central, necessary role in his oxidation theory in particular. The purpose of this paper is to give a general description of Lavoisier's ideas on the nature and action of heat, the origin of these ideas, their development, and their relation to his general chemistry, pointing out his conservatism as well as his innovations. 3 The report was made in August I772 and subsequently published: 'Experiences du docteur Black sur la march de la chaleur dans certaines circonstances', Introduiction aux Observations sur la Physique, ii (I772), 428-31.
related to a paper on the elements which was nearing completion (but which, as it happened, was never published). 4 His other published reference to a theory of heat dating from before 1777 is also brief but more substantial. In a short passage in his Opuscules of I774, he described his idea of the nature of fluid elasticity as being simply a state produced by the matter of fire5 combining with some other substance: Fortunately three manuscripts from this period are extant which not only relate to the origins of Lavoisier's theory of heat but also show that, although not published in any detail until I777-8, some of the main features of the theory were suggested as early as I766, outlined by the middle of I772, and firmly stated in April I773. In I766 Lavoisier wrote a short paper on the nature of the chemical elements.7 Accepting the traditional four elements and the theory that each can exist in two forms, free and fixed, he speculated briefly on the nature of water vapour and of air.
The explanation of vaporization in terms of combining fire matter provided the answer to this perplexing question, and Lavoisier's concluding 'theorie Singuliere' is that air is not a simple substance but a compound of fire matter and a particular fluid.
There is in both manuscripts a very close relationship between his ideas on air and on fire. In I766 this association and his suggestion that air may be a vapour is given in a context of theoretical speculations on elements in general. By July I 772, however, Lavoisier's interests seem largely focused on the chemical role of air. Indeed, it would seem from his line of reasoning in the later paper that his theory of heat had been devised for the single purpose of explaining how it is possible for air to be an expansible fluid and yet be fixed in a solid form with a six-hundredfold reduction in volume. Aside from stating his theory more firmly in I 772, there are other differences between the two memoirs. In I766 he explained vaporization as a process of dissolution in the igneous fluid; in 1772 he described this change as due to the chemical combination of the matter of fire.ii Another difference between the two papers is that in I772 there is a clear implication that the explanation of vaporization as being due to combining fire applies to fusion as well, although Lavoisier was not quite certain how.I2
The third manuscript memoir, generically related to the other two, is dated April I773.13 It opens with a discussion of the three states of matter. All substances without exception can exist as solids, liquids, or vapours depending on the quantity of fire combined with them. As in the memoir of the preceding July, Lavoisier cited water to illustrate the processes he was describing: vaporization in the July I772 memoir, both vaporization and fusion in the paper of April I 773. Vapours are analogous in all physical properties to air; and air itself is a vapour, that is, a substance combined with fire. In the July memoir he had speculated on what would happen if our atmosphere were destroyed; in the I 773 paper he discussed the possible consequences for the atmosphere of moving the Earth closer to the Sun or farther away. His point in both memoirs is that the atmosphere is composed of vapours and that the nature of the vapours depends upon the temperature to which substances are exposed. Air is simply a volatile fluid which, given the conditions on Earth, is in the vaporous state. The latter half of the I 773 document is primarily devoted to pursuing the consequences of this idea and goes beyond the memoir of July I772. If air is an igneous compound, fire should be absorbed when air is converted to its elastic state and fire should be released when air becomes fixed. He concluded that both phenomena occur as predicted.
The first half of the I773 work is essentially a revised, expanded version of the paper of mid-I772. Their titles are the same ('Essay sur la nature de l'air') and their purpose is the same: to demonstrate that air is an igneous compound, a vapour, and that when this vapour condenses, 13 Ibid., 147-51 I as it must to become fixed, fire is released. Although his theory accounts for changes of state in general (implied in I772, explicit in I773), his major concern was with vaporization and he employed his theory of heat primarily for a single purpose: to explain the fixation and release of air and the other phenomena associated with these processes. His more general application of the theory seems incidental.14 These manuscripts provide the background for the short statement published in the Opuscules in 1774, where he stated his concept of air as a vapour. The same idea is repeated in a manuscript of I775 where he explained that for combustion to occur, both the combustible and air must furnish their share of fire matter to the flame; combustibles do not burn in fixed air because the fire is too firmly attached to the latter.I5
Formal presentation, I777-8I Among the many papers presented to the Academy of Sciences in I777i6 were two which together comprise the first formal description of Lavoisier's oxidation theory. They also contain his first published detailed discussion of his theory of heat and they appear as revised, expanded versions of the earlier manuscripts. In the first paper Lavoisier presented his thesis concerning the role of fire matter in vaporization and developed his argument concerning the nature of elastic fluids as igneous compounds. He opened with a statement of his general assumption regarding fire matter.
Je supposerai dans ce Memoire, & dans ceux qui le suivront, que la Planete que nous habitons est environnee de toutes parts d'un fluide tres-subtile, qui penetre, a ce qu'il parolt sans exception, tous les corps qui la composent; que ce fluide, que j'appellerai fluide igne, matiere du feu, de la chaleur & de la lumie're, tend "a se mettre en equilibre dans tous les corps, mais qu'il ne les penietre pas tous avec une egale facilite; enfin, que ce fluide existe tantot dans un etat de liberte, tantot sous forme fixe, & combine avec les corps.I7 In explaining the role of fire, Lavoisier again drew an analogy to water. As water may act as water of solution or may be combined in 14 Guerlac argues that the appearance of the July memoir as being devoted primarily to explain the fixation of air is because the memoir was never completed; see 'Lavoisier's draft memoir of July 1772', Isis, lx (I969), 38I substances as the water of composition, so too with the igneous fluid. Fire may be free or fixed and the latter does not register on a thermometer. Echoing the memoir of July I 772, he explained that temperature changes in any chemical reaction indicate changes in the state of fire from free to combined (or reverse) which in turn depend upon the quantity of fire in the constituents before reaction compared with that contained in the products. From this assumption and well known observations that evaporation produces cooling' 8 which is proportional to the rate of evaporation, Lavoisier deduced that all vapours are the result of the combination of fire matter with some fluid. Then reasoning by analogy, he declared that it directly follows that 'les vapeurs, & en general, les substances aeriformes, sont un compose d'un fluide quelconque, dissout & combine avec la matiere de feu.'"9
This statement, essentially repeated from his earlier manuscripts and his Opuscules, is the bridge which connects his theory of heat to his general chemistry and to the oxidation theory in particular; and it gives his theory of heat a central position in the latter. There is no fundamental difference between vapours and the permanently elastic fluids. Airs are simply the vapours of substances having a boiling point below temperatures naturally encountered or perhaps artificially produced. Hence the explanation of the formation of vapours, which are patently the result of a change of state, applies to all aeriform substances.zo The heat contained in these fluids is that heat which is responsible for their elastic state.
Although clearly his purpose was to show that air is itself a vapour, apart from his earlier declaration that all aeriform substances are igneous compounds, he had made no explicit attempt, even by analogy, to link air with other elastic fluids. Towards the end of the paper, however, he raised a question concerning effervescences. Implying that the processes of evaporation and effervescence are similar, he countered a possible objection to his theory based on the observation that so many effervescences are accompanied by increased rather than decreased temperatures. Heating merely shows that less fire is required in the new compounds than existed in the components prior to the reaction. The quantity of fire released is obviously greater than that required to vaporize the air, and the resulting increase in temperature masks the cooling due to some matter of fire being carried away combined with air. Lavoisier reasoned that if fire were combined in the vapour and removed as postulated, there should be an inverse relationship between the increase in temperature and the quantity of vapour formed. He then cited experimental evidence supporting this relationship and concluded that heating effervescences caused no problem for his theory.2z
In the second article published in the Memnoires for I777 Lavoisier proposed his new theory of combustion.22 He began by listing the phenomena always observed in combustion and which, he said, also occur in calcination and respiration. Admittedly Stahl's theory accounts for some of these phenomena. But 'l'hypothese opposee'23 does the same. Lavoisier's hypothesis is opposee to Stahl's because Lavoisier did not suppose the existence of fire in combustibles and metals. Yet where is the matter of fire prior to combustion? Not in solids, for substances combined with fire acquire new properties 'qui les rapprochent de celles de la matiere du feu.'24 Fire must be contained in elastic fluids.
Restating the conclusions reached in the first article, Lavoisier went on to examine the nature of dephlogisticated air. As an elastic fluid, it is an igneous compound in which the matter of fire or light forms what he called the dissolvent and another substance forms the base.25 If the base unites with a substance for which it hias a greater affinity than it has for fire matter, the dissolvent (fire) would be set free. This is what happens during combustion and calcination.
It is at this point that his theory of heat plays its crucial role. The phlogistonists are mistaken in their belief that fire is fixed in combustible substances. As the three states of matter depend only on the relative quantity of fire combined in them, it is plain that vapours contain the most fire and solids the least. Thus, if combustion is a process' of condensation and combination of a vapour (air) with some solid or liquid, the heat of combustion must come from the vapour and not from the liquid or solid combustible. Indeed, solids should contain no fire at all, except perhaps 2I Mim. Acad. R. Sci. 1777 what is present in the form of free fire owing to the tendency of fire matter to equilibrium.26
Lavoisier considered his new theory of combustion to be the reverse of the phlogiston theory not because he viewed combustion as a process of combination of a combustible with part of the air rather than as the dissolution of an essentially compound combustible, but because of his conception of the nature of the igneous compound which is the source of the fire released. The heat and flame of combustion come not from a solid, compact combustible, as Stahl believed. The source of fire is a fluid, elastic air.
The sine qua non of Lavoisier's theory of heat and its connexion with the oxidation theory hinges on the assumption of the basic identity in the process of formation of vapours and of gases. With or without phlogiston, there is still the problem of explaining the heat and flame of combustion. Lavoisier associated fire matter with dephlogisticated air; and prior to its release, fire is contained in this air in the form of the latent heat of vaporization.
The main outlines of Lavoisier's theory of heat, particularly the close, complementary relationship between this theory and his explanations of the chemical action of air, persist in his subsequent publications. Until I78I his theory of heat is a coherent whole. His point of view is fairly uniform and there is a clear progression of ideas from the manuscripts of I766 to the papers on elastic fluids and combustion of I777-8. His attention was riveted to the process of vaporization almost to the complete exclusion of everything else. Although he said that all changes of state are caused by the combination and release of fire, specific discussions of fusion are conspicuously absent. His single-minded purpose was to demonstrate his theory that fluid elasticity is a state, that aeriform fluids are vapours, and that vaporization is a chemical process caused by the combination of the matter of fire influenced by external pressure of the atmosphere. Both experimental and theoretical work on heat until I78I seem to have been restricted almost entirely to this end. on those of a former student and collaborator of Black's, the Scottish chemist William Irvine (I743-87).3' Crawford's theory explains temperature changes accompanying chemical transformations as due to changes in the capacity for heat (specific heat) of the substances involved.32 The total quantity of heat contained in a substance at a given temperature is proportional to its capacity for heat (specific heat), for it takes a lesser quantity of heat to produce a given temperature in a substance with a lesser capacity for heat and a correspondingly greater quantity of heat to produce the same temperature in a substance with a greater capacity. If, for example, the capacity (specific heat) of a substance at a given temperature were to be reduced suddenly, the substance would now contain more heat than it requires (owing to its new capacity) to remain at the original temperature. The temperature thus would increase until the excess heat dissipates. Similarly if two substances react chemically with each other, heat will be evolved or absorbed depending upon how the capacities for heat of the substances before the reaction compare with their capacities after the reaction.
In respiration, combustion, and calcination, there is a transformation of atmospheric air into fixed and phlogisticated air. According to Crawford, the capacity for heat of atmospheric air compared with that of fixed air is in the ratio 67 to J.33 This ratio indicates that in the transformation of atmospheric air to fixed air, 66 parts of the fire matter out of the original 67 have become excess. During respiration, however, the formation of fixed and phlogisticated air from atmospheric or dephlogisticated air is accompanied by the transformation of venous to arterial blood. The capacity for heat of arterial blood is greater than that of venous blood,34 and the fire which becomes excess due to a decrease in the capacity for heat of the air is absorbed by the blood owing to its increase in capacity. Similarly I I the change of tin, for example, into its calx is accompanied by an increase in capacity35 indicating that a quantity of heat is absorbed by the calx. These relationships suggested to Crawford that phlogiston must be something other than the matter of fire, and that air is the source of the heat released. He concluded that heat and phlogiston are largely mutually exclusive principles, that the loss of phlogiston causes an increase in heat capacity and an absorption of heat, and that the gain of phlogiston causes a decrease in capacity and a consequent release of heat.
From the above experiments we learn, that atmospherical air, contains much absolute heat; that when it is converted into fixed and phlogisticated air, the greater part of this heat is detached; and that the capacities of bodies for containing heat, are diminished by the addition of phlogiston, and increased by the separation of it. From hence we infer, that the heat which is produced by combustion, is derived from the air, and not from the inflammable body.
For inflammable bodies abound with phogiston [sic], and contain little absolute heat; atmospherical air, on the contrary abounds with absolute heat, and contains little phlogiston.36 Although he confined his experiments and explanations to the processes of respiration and calcination-combustion, Crawford clearly implied that the theory accounts for all changes of temperature which accompany changes in 'form', including changes of state. As he related, the theory makes it possible to determine 'with certainty and accuracy' the proportions in which fire is distributed in nature.37 Irvine had applied the theory to a number of 'curious and important' phenomena, and Crawford mentioned his teacher's 'discoveries with regard to the cause of the phenomena of latent heat'. But as these discoveries ' Here was a fairly complete theory which explained those phenomena which were Lavoisier's chief concern and arrived at the same conclusion regarding the source of heat in combustion, respiration, and calcination. In addition, the new theory specifically accounted for those constanttemperature changes which Lavoisier had virtually ignored and which he felt it was impossible to use as illustrations of the combination of the matter of fire. The new theory was more comprehensive than Lavoisier's, and it appeared to be well founded on quantitative, experimental data. It approached heat phenomena at a more fundamental level in attempting to measure the actual quantities of heat involved in changes of form as opposed to Lavoisier's concentration on relative, momentary temperature changes. Even if Magellan had known of Lavoisier's theory, he might well have continued to maintain that Crawford had indeed founded a new branch of physics.
Joint memoir on heat, I78I-3
Crawford's idea of changes in specific heat offered, in theory, a precise means of calculating from direct measurement the quantity of heat a substance contains. The 'Memoire sur la chaleur' contains Lavoisier's first general statement regarding what the British were calling latent heat-a fixed quantity of heat which produces change of state without a change in temperature.50 Indeed, the reasoning behind the ice-calorimeter presupposes his acceptance of this concept. The paper seems to have been in origin a response to and in substance largely a commentary on the concepts, data, terminology, and experimental and calculative techniques described in Magellan's articles. Although Magellan is never cited, references to the theory of changes in heat capacity are scattered throughout the memoir.5' Experimental tests of Crawford's theory were initially disappointing. Advance determination of the specific heats of reactants and their combinations did not enable the authors to predict the quantity of heat that would be evolved or absorbed in a given combination; and efforts to calculate absolute zero, based on the theory of changes in specific heat, were inconclusive. Although they admitted that the difference between calculated and observed data could have been due to their own experimental errors, they were inclined to the view that the specific heats of substances change with changes in temperature, whi-ch opposed Craw- ford's position that specific heats are constant at all temperatures as long as there is no change of form or state.52
Yet they did not reject the concept entirely. They cited some of Crawford's work as supporting their own theory. Although not willing to accept without verification Crawford's high value for the specific heat of pure air, they admitted that 'si ces experiences [Crawford's] etoient exactes, il seroit aise de faire voire que la chaleur libre existante dans l'air pur, est plus que suffisante pour produire tous les phenomenes de la chaleur', and this is what Lavoisier's theory was intended to demonstrate.53 Furthermore, in explaining why the temperature of animals is about the same in all parts of their bodies in spite of the heat being absorbed in the lungs, they gave Crawford's explanation (without acknowledgment) which involves various changes in the specific heat of the blood during circulation.54 As Crawford had expressed the concept, 'elle souffre des exceptions considerables'.55 But the specific heat of water, for example, is greater than ice, and heat is absorbed during the conversion.
Lavoisier seemed to feel that the specific heat is related to the internal, physical constitution of a substance, that is, to the interplay between the forces of mutual attraction or affinity tending to pull the particles of a substance together and the contrary force of heat tending to separate them. He had apparently developed this idea during the early stages of his experimental work testing Crawford's hypothesis. During I 78 I and I 782, along with the calorimeter experiments, he and Laplace had worked on the expansion of solids and liquids by heat.56 In the joint memoir he suggested the possibility of 'rapports remarquables' between specific heats of substances and their respective changes in specific gravities (their expansibilities), and he proposed to publish a paper on the subject when the experiments were completed.57 He also promised a memoir on affinity itself, for the equilibrium existing between the opposing forces of heat and 52 Ibid., pp. 385-9. affinity offers, he said, a very precise means of determining the latter by measuring the former in certain reactions.58 1785 and the memoir on phlogiston The concept of an equilibrium of forces to which Lavoisier alluded in I 783 in the joint memoir received more extensive treatment in a paper read in March I 785 on the affinities of oxygen.59 In his prefatory remarks he stated that the particles of substances are continually acted upon by two opposing forces, the igneous fluid tending to separate them and an opposing attraction or affinity tending to draw them together. Affinity depends upon the separation among particles; and the separation may be increased, and the affinity decreased, by introducing more matter of heat. Thus a table of affinities can be valid only at a given temperature.6o
The balance between the opposing forces of heat and affinity offers a precise means to determine the force of the latter, and hopefully a thorough knowledge of affinity would one day enable a mathematician in his study to calculate chemical phenomena in the same way he now calculates the movement of celestial bodies.
Les vues que M. de la Place a sur cet objet, & les experiences que nous avons projetees, d'apres ses idees, pour exprimer par des nombres la force des affinites des diff6rens corps, permettent dej"a de ne pas regarder cette esperance absolument comme une chimere.6' It seems clear that the projected 'experiences' involved the measurement of heat. Lavoisier thus implied that both he and Laplace believed that this facet of their theory of heat offered the key to placing chemistry on a rigorous mathematical foundation and thereby to achieving for chemistry a status comparable to that of celestial mechanics.62
The appearance of the concept of a balance of forces marks a definite change in Lavoisier's theory of heat. Beginning with the joint memoir of I 783, his point of view became increasingly physical as well as chemical, and his concern with interparticulate forces and explanations involving this concept are superimposed upon the older view of fire acting as a chemical constituent being combined and released. The first half of the paper comprises a critique of various theories of phlogiston, and some of his criticisms relate directly to his theory of heat. For example, he stated that the matter of fire, which many equate to phlogiston, has no sensible weight and therefore chemists cannot use phlogiston to account for any weight change observed in chemical reactions. 65 Another problem for the partisans of the phlogiston theory is to reconcile the essential mobility and subtlety of the matter of fire with the fixity of many combustibles which presumably contain this fire as a necessary ingredient.66 One criticism directly concerns his view that the distribution of fire in substances is related to their particular state. If a metal is compounded of a calx and the matter of fire, then any substance containing a large quantity of free fire should suffice to produce a metal from its calx. Water vapour is such a substance and thus should revivify metallic calces or, for that matter, convert sulphur into vitriolic acid; and yet nothing like this is observed.67 Furthermore if metals are compounds of a calx and fire, then metals ought to contain more fire than their calces. However, he said, with an implied reference to the theory of heat capacity, 'les experiences de M. Crawfort, celles de M. Wilke, celles de M. de la Place & les miennes, prouvent le contraire.'68
In the second half of the memoir Lavoisier presented his own substitute for the phlogiston theory he had just demolished; and as he had introduced his I 777 memoir on combustion and calcination, to which this 63 
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was the sequel, with a preliminary paper discussing his theory of heat, so here too he prefaced his alternative to the phlogiston theory or theories with a discussion of the matter of fire and the most general heat phenomena. In contrast to his characterization of the current state of the phlogiston theory, Lavoisier devoted the remainder of his memoir to a consistent application of his comparatively well defined concept of heat to explain changes in temperature in a representative variety of chemical reactions from the relative quantities of heat released by various combustions and calcinations to the heat produced by mixing water and concentrated vitriolic acid and the cooling accompanying the solution of salt in water. Although his general explanations are unchanged from his earliest work, his discussion is more physical than chemical, in keeping with his comparatively newly developed interest in particulate interactions outlined earlier in the same year in his paper on the affinity of oxygen.
From the well known observation that objects expand when heated and contract when cooled, it follows, Lavoisier said, that the particles of an object do not touch and that the spaces among them are filled with heat matter.69 Solidity of substances must be due to the force of attraction between particles, a force which 'est une loi generale de la Nature 'a laquelle toute la matiere paroit etre soumise.'70 All particles are thus acted upon by two forces, the force of their mutual attraction, aided by atmospheric pressure, and the expansive force of the igneous fluid. The three states of matter depend upon the balance between these opposing forces.
Treating change of state as a physical rather than as a chemical transformation with fire acting as a mechanical agent to separate the particles, Lavoisier attacked two problems, several aspects of which had been discussed two years earlier in the joint memoir on heat. The first was to explain the relative specific heats (heat capacities) of substances. He believed specific heat to be related to the volume of empty space within a substance, that is, to the physical capacity of a substance to contain heat matter, 7I coupled with the resistance to expansion offered by the mutual attraction among the particles of a substance. A liquid should contain more empty space than the corresponding solid; therefore it should require more heat than the solid to raise its temperature a given number of degrees since the greater separation among the particles of the liquid reduces their mutual attraction and also provides more space into which the heat fluid can move. Hence the specific heat of a substance in the liquid state will be greater than when it is solid, and when aeriform the specific heat will be still greater. Concerning the second problem, that of predicting temperature changes in chemical reactions, Lavoisier remarked that as heat matter may affect the state of a substance by causing a change in the spaces among particles, a change in these spaces will affect the igneous fluid. This mutual relationship enabled him to predict in a general way whether heat will be released or absorbed in a given chemical reaction. A gas which solidifies in a reaction should lose part of its capacity to contain heat and thus heat fluid should be released. This is precisely what happens during combustion and calcination.73 Temperature increase depends upon the quantity of air which undergoes the change and the rate of the reaction. In most calcinations the rate is slow, so that the matter of fire dissipates as it is released. Optimum conditions for maximum heating are three: both the combustible and vital air should be aeriform before the reaction, all the combustion products should be solids, and the reaction should be instantaneous. 74 The transformation of air into a liquid or a solid was for Lavoisier the 'cas tres-simple' of combustion. What if the product of combustion were aeriform as occurs in the combustion of carbon? Lavoisier explained that the volume of the product is less than that of vital air. 75 The heat evolved is due both to this decrease in volume and to the presence of carbon in the combination since carbon particles occupy space which, in the absence of carbon, would have been filled with heat fluid. In addition, the previously explained relationship between pore-space and specific heat should provide a check, 'une experience decisive', on the decrease in pore-space deduced from theory. If fixed air has less pore-space, it should have a lesser capacity for heat than vital air, and therefore it should have a lower specific heat. Experiment shows, said Lavoisier, that this is indeed the case.76
Lavoisier Crawford's influence is still apparent. Lavoisier deferred to Crawford in the matter of terminology.8o He also accepted in principle Crawford's premise that specific heat reflects the relative quantity of free heat fluid in a substance and he used the idea to account for a wide variety of heat phenomena. For example, the major part of the heat released by mixing water with various substances comes from the water because it has a much greater specific heat than the substances mixed with it.8i' That the specific heat of fixed air is less than vital air illustrates that a rearrangement of particles occurs in the formation of the former, and this rearrangement is the cause of part of the matter of heat released. He also cited his own, Crawford's, and Wilcke's experimental data that there is more igneous fluid in calces than in the corresponding metals to refute the' claims of phlogistonists that the reverse should be the case.82
But changes in specific heat cannot account for all heat phenomena, and it was doubtful that Crawford's theory, when quantitatively applied, could account for any. Attempts to calculate absolute zero or the precise quantities of heat transferred in chemical changes had proved fruitless, and since the joint memoir, Lavoisier and Laplace had determined (but published much later) a value for the specific heat of air which was vastly different from the figure Crawford had given.83 This cast further doubt on Crawford's concept, and Lavoisier was even more firmly convinced that in some cases fire is chemically combined as well as free. The specific heat of air is indeed greater than most other substances (although considerably less than Crawford believed). Yet the quantity of free fire indicated by the specific heat is not enough to account for all the heat released; additional fire must be combined. This is what he meant when, in explaining how his theory is diametrically opposed to that of Stahl, he said that [matter of heat] qui lui est combinee, est infiniment plus abondante que celle de quelque corps combustible que se soit, si ce n'est l'air inflammable, il en resulte que c'est l'air qui fournit la tres-majeure partie de la matiere de la chaleur qui se degage pendant la combustion. 84
The paper on phlogiston marks Lavoisier's first frontal assault on Stahl's view. Half of that paper presents a theory of heat which, unlike the phlogiston theory, can simply, easily, and consistently explain all manner of heat phenomena. Indeed, the presentation of his alternative to the phlogiston theory is restricted almost entirely to a discussion of this theory of heat and its application. The particular view advanced in I 785 is a modification of an earlier theory, a change partly developed in the joint memoir on heat read in I783 and one which probably originated during the latter half of I78I. The theory developed in the paper on phlogiston remained essentially unchanged in Lavoisier's subsequent publications.
Traite de Chimie, I789
In the first part of his Traite EleSmentaire de Chimie, published in I 789, he followed in general the sequence of ideas presented in his manuscript of April I773, the memoirs of 1777 Lavoisier's discussions are couched primarily in terms of the balanceof-forces concept developed in the memoir on phlogiston. Several ideas expressed earlier are further developed. One of these is his concept of the liquid state of matter. In the memoir on phlogiston, he had stated that a substance becomes liquid when the expansive force of heat equals the force of mutual attraction among particles. Thus the slightest increase in heat would be sufficient to cause vaporization were it not for atmospheric pressure which prevents the vaporization of water, for example, at ooR rather than at the normal temperature of 8ooR. in the Traite' and added that 'On voit donc que, sans la pression de l'atmosphere, nous n'aurions pas de liquide constant... *'87 He also elaborated his discussion of fusion. Indeed, caloric and dissolvents (such as water) not only act alike but they also act together. All solutions in water, and for the most part evaporations in air as well, should be viewed as mixed solutions in the dissolvent (water or air) and caloric as both substances are present and each reinforces the action of the other. 89 The Traite also illustrates the further development of Lavoisier's views concerning the distribution of combined caloric in substances. The purpose of the I777 presentation of his theory of heat was to explain his idea on the nature of the so-called permanently elastic fluids. He thus focused his attention on vital air as the source of the matter of heat evolved in combustion and explicitly denied the probability that heat might be combined in solids, for example, combined as phlogiston in solid combustibles. However, his general argument relating quantity of heat to the state of a substance requires that all gases contain a relatively large quantity of heat. He later indicated that, other things being equal, more heat would be released during combustion if the combustible (for example inflammable air) were aeriform prior to the reaction and if the products were solid. An exception to this general rule is l'acide nitreux. As only a comparatively small quantity of the matter of fire is released in its forma- tion, this acid and consequently le nitre contain a relatively large quantity of combined fire. This, he said, accounts for the effects of detonations. 90 The Traite' de Chimie contains a more extensive treatment of this subject which illustrates Lavoisier's use of quantitative data and how little his subsequent belief in the combination of heat matter in a variety of substances affected his commitment to the more fundamental principles concerning the nature of elastic fluids and the source of the heats of combustion and calcination. He assumed that of all possible combinations of a given quantity of oxygen with other substances, the greatest quantity of caloric is given off by the union of oxygen with phosphorus because the resulting compound is a solid.9' In the reaction, one livre of oxygen gas releases enough caloric to melt over sixty-six livres of ice. Using this as his standard, he computed the quantities of ice melted by the union of one livre of oxygen gas with a variety of substances, such as carbon and hydrogen gas, and concluded that a substantial quantity of caloric is retained by oxygen when it unites with these other substances.92
MeJnoires de Chimie
Lavoisier's discussion in the Traite represents a modification in detail of the general treatment in the essay on the phlogiston. The same is true of his most detailed and systematic discussion of the caloric theory, which is contained in his posthumously published Similar calculations are given in the joint memoir on heat; however, their purpose was to give a quantitative demonstration of the general principle that when the product of combustion is a solid, more heat is released than when the product is a gas (Mem. Acad. R. Sci. I780, pp. 398-9). Lavoisier returned to this subject in his M6moires de Chimie discussion of heat theory. 95 As was the case in his earlier presentations, the volume was intended as the introduction to his theory of oxidation and the formation of acids; and the development of ideas, although more systematic and more detailed, follows the same general sequence. Indeed it covers in some four-hundred pages the same ground as the first two chapters of the Traite de Chimie.96 Significantly, virtually all of the experimental data which is published here for the first time derives from the period prior to I 785, indeed most of it is prior to I 783. Thus, as might be expected, although modified in detail, the theory expressed is the same as that expounded in the essay on phlogiston and in the Traite de Chimie. The most significant theoretical addition in the Memoires de Chimie is Lavoisier's treatment of the states of caloric and the modifications it undergoes when it combines. Through all his writings, from the manuscript of I 772 to the Memoires de Chimie, he had explained changes of state as due to the combination of the matter of heat with some other substance. Beginning in I785 with the memoir on phlogiston this explanation was intertwined with explanations in terms of his concept of the balance of forces. In changes of state combined caloric retains its elasticity, or at least part of it, otherwise there would be no change in the degree of fluidity-elasticity in the substance with which it is combined; and the balance of forces concept is premised upon this assumption. Yet in the paper on phlogiston, he stated that in combination the matter of fire suffers a loss of its elasticity and the example he gave is the formation of l'acide nitreux which is, as he had explained earlier, the exception to the general rule that the quantity of combined heat in a substance is directly related to the degree of its fluidity or elasticity. 97 chemical only in the sense that it acts at the level of ultimate particles.Io4 Thus vaporization and to a lesser extent fusion are due to caloric acting as a mechanical agent rather than a chemical constituent. This position, the end result of the concept of a balance of forces, represents a considerable shift from his earlier views. Beginning with fire combined in vital air solely by virtue of its state, he concluded in the Memoires de Chimie that a very substantial portion of the caloric in oxygen gas is combined in a form unrelated to state.
The Memoires de Chimie contain papers which separately might be considered primarily physical rather than chemical in nature.'05 Appearances notwithstanding, Lavoisier was not interested in the physical aspects per se of his caloric theory, for he viewed these matters as inextricably associated with his general chemistry. With two exceptions, each of the memoirs contain explicit references to this view, which was the motivation for them all.
The two apparently exceptional papers are those on the expansion of solids and liquids.1o6 The experiments described derive from the period The difference between this memoir and Lavoisier's revision of it in April I773 is one of tone and manner of expression as well as substance. As in the earlier paper, his discussion focuses on the process of vaporization to justify his ideas on the nature of air. However, his expression is more assured and he explicitly mentioned fusion as an example of combining fire and stated that the states of matter are due to this combination. The difference between the two manuscripts in the expression of heat theory was perhaps due in part to Lavoisier's knowledge of Black's ideas. Black's concepts of latent heat could provide more extensive underpinnings for a theory Lavoisier had obtained by another route, and the specific, explicit inclusion of fusion in the concept of combined fire served to broaden his theory to include firmly all changes of state and at the same time provide a more substantial observational foundation.
Yet in the light of his subsequent discussions of a theory of heat, it is doubtful that Lavoisier fully understood the import of Black's theory. Except in his brief paper of October I 772, in which he mentioned Black's (ibid., i. 178, i8o, I82-3, 264-5 He was, however, vitally interested in vaporization. The account of Black's work does mention that change of state at constant temperature occurs in vaporization as in fusion; however, it is given without evidence, in an off-hand manner, and might have been easily overlooked. In any case, if Lavoisier noticed it, he ignored it; his paper of October I772 where he commented on Black's ideas contains no mention of vaporization. Although he stated in the manuscript of July I772 that heat is combined during the vaporization of water placed over an external flame,ii6 he also remarked (in a manuscript dating from c. I 773) that under these conditions it is impossible to perceive the combination of fire matter, and thus such vaporizations cannot be used to prove the truth of his theory.I"7 Before I 78I change in temperature was the only clear demonstration of a change in the state of the matter of fire. Black's views notwithstanding, his own experimental evidence, different from Black's, and his own line of reasoning were in his own mind completely convincing of the truth of his theory.
In I 78I the situation was different. The initial impact of Magellan's article was probably due not so much to the ideas of specific heat or of change of state at constant temperature that it contains as to Crawford's conclusions that combustion, calcination, and respiration are fundamentally identical processes and that air is the source of the heat released. Crawford had preempted in print the core of Lavoisier's originality and thus Lavoisier felt compelled to examine the quantitative experimental bases of Crawford's theory, or rather Magellan's version of it. As it turned out, the phenomena upon which Black had based the concepts of latent heat and heat capacity could be easily incorporated into Lavoisier's theory. " 8 The the concepts of specific heat and of change of state at constant temperature; and through the use of the latter notion it led to the development of the ice-calorimeter, which in turn resulted in the wealth of quantitative data he used to support his theory in his subsequent publications. This in itself had only an indirect effect on the basic theory for it did not touch his fundamental assumptions. Crawford's idea of heat capacity, however, had a far greater influence, for its physical implications suggested to Lavoisier the possibility of reducing the explanations of heat phenomena (and hence of chemical phenomena) to a consideration of interparticulate forces which, in theory, would be subject to mathematical treatment. The balance-of-forces concept which bulks so large in Lavoisier's discussions after I783 is in part if not wholly due to his interpretation of the idea of heat capacity.",9 Thus certain aspects of Black's theory as they were concept of heat as a material substance.Izz However, he was never able to provide, to his own satisfaction, a positive demonstration of the existence of heat matter, and under pressure from his critics (and perhaps some supporters such as Laplace), he conceded in I785 that this subtle fluid may be hypothetical. But he added, c'est la seule [hypothese] que je serai oblige de former. Les partisans de la doctrine du phlogistique ne sont pas plus avances que moi sur cet article, & si l'existence du fluide igne est une hypothese, elle est commune a leur systeme & au mien. 123 He even declared that the assumption that heat is a real substance is unnecessary; all that is needed is to assume that heat 'soit une cause repulsive quelconque qui ecarte les molecules de la matiere.'Iz4
These admissions notwithstanding, his discussions of specific phenomena take for granted the existence of heat matter as a fact of nature not requiring justification. Even in those papers where he admitted the hypothetical nature of heat fluid, his subsequent explanations are entirely in terms of a subtle heat substance. His true feelings regarding this 'single hypothesis' are indicated in his Memoires de Chimie. Still unable to provide a positive demonstration of the existence of heat fluid, he wrote that when one considers how easily the concept explains the results of experiments, and that it is in accord with all the phenomena, 'cette hypothese cessera d'en etre une, et on pourra la regarder comme une verite. '125 Lavoisier's acceptance of traditional theories was not limited to his belief that heat is a material substance. The idea that heat matter can exist in two distinct states, free or combined, was used by his predecessors and contemporaries in explaining various phenomena of combustion and calcination.i26 Fire matter fixed as phlogiston still retains some of its identifying features. Hence its presence is recognizable from the characteristics such as softness, ductility, and malleability that it imparts to the compound. So too with caloric. Even when fixed, it retains with few exceptions part of its identity and its presence in the compound is recognizable through the effect of its own elasticity in causing increased fluidityelasticity in the substances in which it is combined.I27
There is ample precedent also for many of Lavoisier's explanations of specific phenomena, particularly in his use of the balance-of-forces concept to explain changes of state. Earlier eighteenth-century material-heat theories universally accounted for these changes as due simply to the mechanical separation of particles by means of an interposition of igneous fluid.I28 Indeed, except for the use of the term 'combination', many of Lavoisier's discussions taken out of context are virtually indistinguishable from those which went before.
Innovation
Although many of Lavoisier's ideas plainly come from older chemical and physical theories, his theory of heat contains a great deal which is novel. For example, he made a definite attempt to break away from some of the older ideas associated with theories of subtle fluids, especially the view that these substances are a species apart, sui generis, obeying laws peculiar to themselves. Caloric is indeed a subtle fluid, but it is a form of matter nevertheless and as such should obey the laws common to matter in general. He described caloric and the electric and magnetic fluids as forming a more rarefied state to be included with the usual solids, liquids, and gases.i29 Caloric is so tenuous that it passes more or less freely through the pores of the most dense materials; but its materiality becomes manifest when it is produced in large quantities in a short period of time as illustrated in the explosion of gunpowder where caloric augments the effects produced by gases in propelling the cannon ball.130
His general view that caloric is subsumed under the laws governing matter in general led him to examine the properties by which caloric is identified. Operationally speaking, caloric is imponderable and as such is of no direct use in accounting for the changes in weight observed in various reactions. However, as a form of matter, caloric must obey the law of universal gravitation. Its weight is simply too small to be detected:
. A more difficult property of caloric in this respect is its great elasticity. The apparent self-repulsive property of particles of heat was for most chemists of the eighteenth century as fundamental a force in nature as gravity. For them, including Lavoisier, all fluidity and more especially fluid elasticity is explained by resorting to this feature of the matter of fire.I33 However, as Lavoisier admitted, to explain elasticity by simply resorting to another, prior elasticity is a regressive argument which still leaves the basic property unexplained. Caloric obviously does communicate an effective repulsive force. But as caloric should not possess an anomalous characteristic, this effective force must be ultimately caused by some kind of attraction or combination of different attractions as exemplified by the expansion of a dry sponge when penetrated by water.I34 He also drew an analogy to the action of water on salt during solution. Water separates the particles of salt, yet one does not usually say that water imparts a self-repulsive force to these particles. He admitted, however, that difficult problems arise from the denial of a self-repulsive force among the particles of caloric and concluded that repulsion is an effect, the cause of which is as yet unknown.135
The view that caloric must obey the laws common to matter in general also probably led him to reject an almost universal feature of the theories of his predecessors that the particles of fire are endowed with a continual, inherent motion which is only to a limited extent arrested when fire combines with other constituents.I36 However, a motion unique to fire matter would be inadmissible. matter of fire which has become fixed in combustibles and metals; caloric is simply the new name given to this material substance; and in both theories, fire is released during combustion and calcination. However, what the phlogistonists attributed to the combustible substance, chemists of the new school transferred to oxygen gas. Using the definition of a combustible as the substance containing the heat fluid prior to its release, the new theory would have to say, as Lavoisier himself remarked, that pure air 'est donc dans cette opinion le veritable corps combustible, & peut-etre le seul de la Nature.'139
Lavoisier's innovation is more profound than simply shifting the location of caloric from the combustible to oxygen gas, for associated with this shift was the elevation to a pre-eminent position of a class of phenomena virtually ignored by earlier chemists-changes of state. Lavoisier treated caloric as behaving like any other elementary substance capable of entering into and being released from chemical combination according to the laws of elective affinity; and the reactions in which caloric becomes combined or released are almost always accompanied by a corresponding change of state.I40 Indeed, in his early thought, change of state is practically the only process in which caloric acts as a chemical constituent. Heat is absorbed in evaporation, effervescence, the solution of salts in water, and the reduction of metals; and in each case there is a concomitant change of state. As he explained in I773, phlogiston (fire matter) and calx do react to produce a metal. However, phlogiston does not unite with the calx itself but rather with the air fixed in it to vaporize this air which then leaves the metal behind.I4I
Every change in the degree of cohesion among particles should also produce a corresponding change in the state of caloric, and conversely. From this point of view, the quantity of caloric combined in a substance is directly related to the degree of fluidity-elasticity of the substance and not necessarily related to its degree of combustibility or metallicity. In fact one would expect metals to contain little or no caloric simply because most are solids. For Lavoisier, changes of state were not to be viewed as a separate class of phenomena perhaps associated with but fundamentally independent of chemical transformations per se; they assumed a position as part of the chemical process itself and an essential necessary part in every reaction where there is a change of temperature. This was the most striking innovation in Lavoisier's theory of heat.
Summary and conclusions
In broad outline, Lavoisier's theory of heat forms a reasonable, easily In spite of the number of topics touched upon and the number of experimental investigations he undertook, Lavoisier's interests in heat were largely confined to explaining the relationship between caloric and gases, especially oxygen gas. Once his investigations indicated that the consequences and implications of his theory were in general accord with the experimental data or once it became clear that certain striking relationships suggested by theory would not be realized, his interest in these peripheral areas ceased. None of his writings contains a systematic, general treatment of all heat phenomena.I42 His main purpose was to show that gases in general and oxygen gas in particular contain a great quantity of caloric in them primarily because of their state. The only difference between gases and vapours, which are patently the result of a change of state, is the temperature and pressure at which they vaporize. He rarely missed an opportunity to express this idea. His chief concern was to account for the heat released during combustion and more generally to argue the proportionality between changes in various states of expansion or cohesion and the caloric evolved or absorbed. His discussion of heat theory is confined almost entirely to this argument. Indeed, the general impression imparted is that his interests in caloric were limited to explaining its relations with airs, and his ventures into areas involving a more general application of heat theory were motivated by this prior concern. Considering his work as a whole, the discussion of heat in a more general sense seems incidental.
An essential feature of Lavoisier's theory of heat is the very close textual association between it and his ideas of combustion and calcination.143 One is rarely discussed without reference to the other. Indeed his heat theory not only complements the other but Lavoisier presents it as the logical foundation upon which the general theory of oxidation is based. In I786, Sir James Hall related that Lavoisier told him that 'the whole The close connexion between the two related theories is evident at the very beginning of Lavoisier's thoughts on the subject. From the manuscript of I776 on, his discussion of heat is caught up in a larger discussion of air, its nature, and its chemical role, so much so that one might conclude that his theory of heat had been devised for the sole purpose of accounting for the role of air in chemical reactions. In a paper 142 The first volume of Memoires de Chimie comes closest to conforming to this description and these papers together contain a discussion of virtually all Lavoisier had to say on the subject. Yet in spite of the breadth indicated by the titles of the various memoirs, the treatment in many is very restricted. I43 The association was also chemical. Lavoisier's treatment of the heat phenomena of chemical reactions most commonly occurs in a context discussing the reactions of oxygen gas. In part as a result of this, he gives the impression that he believed caloric and oxygen to have a unique relationship which is maintained even when both are combined with other components. In this context, caloric is never treated as simply one of several chemical constituents united in a given compound. Caloric in these compounds is that retained by oxygen when the latter combines, and it is by virtue of its prior union with oxygen that caloric is carried over and becomes a constituent in other combinations: vital air 'retient plus ou moins de calorique, suivant la nature des substances avec lesquelles il se combine' (Me'moires but to provide a viable alternative, he had to account for this central observation. The caloric theory could do this. That it also enabled him to explain how (not merely state the fact that) oxygen becomes combined in the process made the concept all the more compelling. The caloric theory was indeed the foundation stone upon which Lavoisier erected the new chemistry.
